


Hire unlimited diverse young people. Get
young people that are work ready into your

inbox. 
Transform the way you find and
recruit youth.

360 recruitment support i.e. job
description reshape, to onboarding of
young people. 

Get the support from the youth experts on
how to get young people interested in your
roles.

Unlimited video showcase submissions from
young people answering the questions you want
to know, to quickly decide if they’re the right
culture fit before progressing to interview.

Overview



We are
reimagining
youth
employment



148k89%

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND 
INCLUSION.

Success rate of each
job with youth group

Listed as open to work
in our community 

56%
From low
socioeconomic or
minority backgrounds

42%
Community that are
female



1,700,000YOUNG PEOPLE
SHOWCASE TO



ACTION
O U R

Navigation

Access

Money

Creating better navigation for young people to
access employment easier.

Providing access to businesses to engage with
diverse young people.

Creating sustainable opportunities for young people
that pays at least living wage*.

*£9.50 an hour (April '22)

Our action focuses on three key pillars: navigation, access and money.
We’re helping young people navigate a confusing and complicated job
market while providing companies with access to the right diverse
youth, helping young people and companies alike combat the worst
cost of living crisis in a hundred years.



Aviva

JCDecaux

Wickes

Insurance

Advertising

Retail

Capita

Pret

EY

IT & Consulting

Hospitality

IT & Consulting

Sponge

Blue Square

Coop

Education

Marketing

Retail

Partners



Unlimited
hiring

1 active 
track

Zero additional
fees

Unlimited hiring means that for every active job role you have, you
can hire unlimited number of young people per month. We do not
cap how many young people you can hire. You will be provided
with a flow of young people to either progress or say "Not Right
Now".

1 active track means you can have 1 job role active at any one
time (per subscription). You can hire unlimited young people for
this job role. You decide when to change to a new job role and
you can add another active track by getting Job Link x2

Imagine a world where everyone was transparent... well we are
leading that change with zero additional fees for any hiring you
do with us. Yes that's right, you pay the monthly Job Link
subscription fee and that's it, no extra, hidden or delayed costs
down the line... ever.

Hiring the best talent is tough—especially when
looking for young people. We believe that it should be
easy and quick to find the right fit. Job Link makes it
possible to access diverse talent and connect with
them quickly and easily with unlimited hiring to hire
as many young people as you need.



Shortlist
young people

Submit 
youth role

Onboard
young people

Interview 
young people

Shortlist
young people

Onboard
young people

Interview 
young people

Shortlist
young people

Submit 
youth role

Onboard
young people

Month
one

Month
two

Month
three

Month
four

Month
five

Month
six

Interview 
young people

Submit 
youth role

FIRST 6 MONTHS
JOURNEY TO UNLIMITED YOUTH HIRING



Monthly
member access

£500 p/m

Verified employer
page and badge

Youth report &
recommendations

PRICING
PAUSE OR CANCEL ANYTIME

Monthly mentor
report

£1,000 p/m

Unlimited
mentoring

Branded mentor
profiles

Zero additional
fees

£3,000 p/m

Unlimited youth
hiring

1 active job
track



YOU
THANK

The all in one youth platform to get 
a job, find a mentor and move ahead.


